
 Conclusion and Epilogue

Abstract
The conclusion summarizes the main f indings of this book’s exploration 
of the transgenerational and transregional Jesuit chain of influence in the 
early modern world. It stresses the simultaneously mimetic and individu-
alistic manifestations of missionary masculinity and the role of media in 
reproducing it. While Jesuit masculinity left traces on societies around 
the world, the men and women whom the missionaries believed to have 
converted in turn also reformed European Catholicism. An epilogue takes 
the story to today’s US-controlled Guam where Chamorro Catholicism 
provides a site for anti-imperial critique and identity-formation, reflect-
ing a process that began with the events narrated in this book. Notably, 
twenty-f irst-century Chamorro death customs still show vestiges of early 
modern matrilineal traditions and indigenous women’s agency.
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Augustinus Strobach’s landing in the Mariana Islands stood at the beginning 
of this book. The chapters that followed explored how missionary masculin-
ity as a cultural script and an embodied experience left its imprint on 
individuals like Strobach, shaping practices of male mobility and spirituality 
in the early modern world. The missionary man was a novel European gender 
form that f irst arose alongside that of the conquistador in the context of 
European expansion and colonization. For many centuries, evangelization, 
colonialism, and travel were predominantly masculine pursuits and indel-
ibly linked to Europe’s quest for global hegemony. These practices arose 
from gender dynamics within Europe and effected gendered change in 
other parts of the world. As the f irst premodern order that barred women 
from its ranks, the Society of Jesus forged a potent link between clerical 
masculinity, global mobility, and Europe’s religious civilizing mission. The 
stories assembled in this book show how the wish to align one’s life with 
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the Jesuit code of behavior sent men from different parts of Europe on the 
move to faraway lands. For Augustinus Strobach it was a missionary he 
never met, Diego de Sanvitores, who sparked a burning desire to labor and 
die for the faith in the Marianas. Sanvitores had ushered in Spain’s brutal 
colonization of the archipelago, the decimation of its population, and the 
radical revamping of the islanders’ life worlds, including their matrilineal 
practices. Missionary self-fashioning and the spiritual conquest of others 
proceeded in lockstep, to the particular detriment of indigenous women who 
were most negatively affected by the introduction of European patriarchal 
gender and sexual norms.

That a man whom he knew only through stories changed Strobach’s life, 
setting the Jesuit from the German province of Bohemia on a course to the 
Pacific and toward his own violent death, testif ies to the ability of the Society 
of Jesus to replicate and spread missionaries around the globe and to the 
power of its communication and media empire. Later on, Strobach’s own 
life and death, disseminated in manuscript and print, drew other Central 
Europeans to Pacif ic islands, such as Adam Kaller in the late 1680s. Decades 
later still, Strobach’s and Kaller’s travels inspired Joseph Stöcklein in the 
1720s, after his own request for an overseas assignment was denied, to have 
a vicarious missionary experience by printing accounts of the Marianas 
mission and others, and thereby motivating the next generation of Germans 
to pick up the mantle of evangelization.

Missionary men inspired other men across space and time to eschew 
women, marriage, and home in order to actualize a new masculine self by 
becoming a Jesuit. Those who joined the Jesuits wanted to be with and be 
like other men already in the order. One need not revert to Protestant tropes 
of lascivious clerics, or resort for that matter to Freudian notions of sexual 
repression that are ill f itting for the early modern period, to recognize the 
deep signif icance that homosocial identif ication and desire held for the 
formation of the all-male Society of Jesus. Its Constitutions, its founding 
narratives, its media, and its central spiritual technology, the Spiritual 
Exercises, facilitated homosocial ties and male mimesis. Behind every 
missionary lurked at least one other missionary or masculine exemplar 
stirring the desire for fellowship and imitation and providing a model for 
what it meant to feel, think, and act like a Jesuit.

The transgenerational and transregional Jesuit chain of influence brings 
to mind the exchange between an Englishman and an Indian, related by 
Clifford Geertz, about a story in which the world rested upon the back of an 
elephant that in turn stood on a turtle. Curious what was below the turtle, 
the Englishman asked the Indian and was told that it was another turtle. 
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But what then was below that turtle? ‘Ah, Sahib, after it, it’s turtles all the 
way down.’1 Of course, in the Jesuit chain of creation it is not ‘Jesuits all the 
way down,’ but from its every beginning onward one f inds men climbing 
on the shoulders of other men whom they emulated. Some male exemplars 
were used as building blocks for the Society or stepping-stones for masculine 
identity formation over and over again. One f inds versions of ‘Ignatius and 
Xavier all the way down’ to the f irst generation.

This book traced the importance of the dual legacy of Ignatius of Loyola 
and Francis Xavier in the life histories of a number of individuals. The 
Society’s founder Ignatius prototyped the male missionary model of always 
being on the move, unencumbered by women, at once highly emotional and 
properly contained, moderately ascetic and physically f it. Ignatius laid the 
spiritual and institutional foundations for the launch and replication of Jesuit 
manhood. Francis Xavier, the Society’s f irst overseas apostle, f ine-tuned the 
model on the global stage from the moment he boarded the ship to India. 
He integrated spiritual passion with emotional self-mastery to form a basis 
for the conversion and regulation of others, including non-Europeans.2 
The Society’s expansion required an effusive type of missionary who was 
unrestrained, even restless, and ever ready to spill the generative blood of 
martyrdom, while it simultaneously depended on the ability of members to 
direct these effusive impulses toward long-term objectives. Affective self-
governance, practiced during the outward sea voyages, was indispensable 
under hostile circumstances in mission f ields. While Ignatius was the Ur-
father who established Jesuit identity and what one might call the Society’s 
copying machine, Xavier became an embodiment of the mobility and ability 
for metamorphosis that was required for the order’s global expansion. He 
was the f irst to particularize the model for specif ic situations and cultural 
context outside of Europe.

Much has been written about the method of accommodation in the Jesuit 
mission, that is to say, the principle of translating to the greatest extent 
possible European beliefs and doctrines into local languages and frameworks 
without compromising orthodoxy. It made Jesuit missions very successful 
as well as quite controversial. The stories in this book illustrate that mis-
sionary masculinity was also accommodated to cultural circumstances and 
particularized for institutional as well as individual purposes. What it meant 
to be ‘like Ignatius’ or ‘like Xavier’ differed from context to context and one 

1 Geertz, Interpretation of Culture, pp. 28-29.
2 On the relationship between self-governance and governing others in various secular 
contexts, see Broomhall and Van Gent, Governing Masculinities.
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man to the next. Diego de Sanvitores understood and sold his own forays 
into Pacif ic island worlds to the Spanish crown as an extension of Francis 
Xavier’s sixteenth-century expansion into Asia. Praised as ‘a second Xavier’ 
and trying his best to live up to this reputation, Sanvitores at the same time 
deliberately pursued a death had that eluded the original Xavier; he came 
to seek martyrdom because he came to believe it necessary to advance 
the Marianas mission. Imitation of exemplary forefathers, this and other 
examples show, was always a creative process of translating scripts for being 
a missionary into one’s own life history and circumstances. Missionary 
self-fashioning was a profoundly paradoxical process in that a male self was 
carved out of an ideal masculine type in individualistic ways.

The rapid expansion of the Society of Jesus owed much to print technology. 
The media of male mimesis formed a recurring theme of this book. Print 
in particular made the circulation of exemplary lives possible on a much 
larger scale and at a much faster pace than manuscript culture, although 
the latter, of course, also still remained relevant in the dissemination of 
male exempla within the order. Jesuits in Central European colleges could 
read about and be inspired by the activities of their Iberian brethren in 
Asia and the Americas. Print products featuring missionary exploits like 
Der Neue Welt-Bott were read aloud during common lunch hour in colleges, 
fostering a Jesuit esprit de corps as well as the resolve of individual members 
to pursue comparable heroic lives.

Beyond the transfer of content or ideal types of Jesuit manhood, when 
it comes to the role of print in reproducing a missionary type, Marshall 
McLuhan’s famous dictum that ‘the medium is the message’3 is therefore 
no less relevant here. Print as a medium in itself created a powerful sense of 
the reproducibility of an original type in material form. It was both a means 
of and also a potent symbol for the mimetic reproduction of missionaries 
or their multiplication in the f lesh. Sanvitores’s biographer coined the 
revealing phrase of ‘a copy with a soul’ to communicate that the Spanish 
Jesuit truthfully was ‘a second Xavier.’ Individual men quite consciously 
styled themselves after exemplary forefathers in word and deed, turning 
their bodies into instruments for resembling ideal types in all aspects of their 
being. Their effort to become a particular kind of man through repetitive 
copying, on the one hand, illustrates the cultural labor that always goes into 
producing masculinities or into making what is not innate stick to human 
bodies as it if were essential. On the other hand, these early modern efforts 
of embodied transformation bear the marks of a specif ic time and place. 

3 McLuhan, Understanding Media, chap. 1.
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In keeping with Aristotelian-Thomist-cum-Jesuit views of subjectivity, 
missionaries understood and treated subjectivity as malleable by rhetorically 
persuasive exempla and repeated performances of the passions. Sanvitores 
was one among many animated copies of forefathers whose exemplary 
stories were made available on the printed page to be replicated in real 
life. Strobach, Germany’s ‘second Xavier’ and Sanvitores’s devoted follower, 
represents another example of such spiritual cloning. Words thus became 
flesh, as it were, pointing to the theological underpinnings of the new print 
medium and its deep cultural resonances with Reformation debates about 
other instruments of mediation between signs, words, and states of being, 
such as the sacraments, liturgy, or scripture.4

This book has foregrounded German instantiations of Jesuit masculinity 
or ways in which men in the Holy Roman Empire picked up on the Iberian 
models of Ignatius and Xavier. The Society of Jesus in general operated in the 
interstices of and across political powers and overseas empires, requiring a 
high degree of versatility, resilience, and mobility from all of its members. 
Such demands were amplif ied for German members. Being a missionary 
meant being a person on the move. It required a religious vision, ready-made 
templates for action, strong desires for emulation, and the will to sustain 
those desires. All of this German men had aplenty, along with colleges and 
printing presses that kept the vision alive. But actualizing the missionary 
vision required the stuff of overseas empires – money, ships, and territory, 
or places to go where ‘pagan souls’ awaited conversion. The main obstacle 
to the German missionary enterprise was the Holy Roman Empire’s lack of 
colonial possessions, of course, itself a function of the empire’s religiously 
and political fractured nature. In the absence of a maritime imperial in-
frastructure, a political presence abroad, and the German equivalent of 
the Iberian patronato (‘patronage’) system, there was no easy, obvious 
way of living the missionary dream for German Jesuits, no clear point of 
entry or straightforward passage into the ‘Indies.’ Rather, Germans had 
to outsource parts of the enterprise of evangelization to foreign political 
powers, occupying a more tenuous position than others. The Habsburg 
connection that ran between Spain and Germany provided a portal to the 
overseas missions for German Jesuits. However, they remained outsiders of 
sorts, who had come of age in another political and cultural landscape and 
brought other questions and sensibilities to the Spanish overseas empire. 
Adam Kaller’s rendering of Catarina de San Juan’s story provides a telling 

4 On the generative alliance of theology and print technology, see Puff et al., Cultures of 
Communication.
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example of the ways in which Central European origins inflected concerns 
and perceptions. Unlike the Spaniard Alonso Ramos he was confounded by 
Spanish colonial casta categories and invested in linking Catarina’s story 
to the Austrian Habsburgs.

Given the barriers to German participation in the overseas mission it 
is even more striking just how many Germans applied for and ended up 
working in ‘the Indies.’ It is for a reason that the Jesuit’s Superior General, 
Muzio Vitelleschi, sought to push pastoral work in the biconfessional Holy 
Roman Empire by declaring ‘Germany is a second India’; his choice of 
language conf irms that ‘the Indies’ loomed large in the imagination of 
German Jesuits as a most desirable mission arena. Whereas Germany’s 
colonial enterprises in the early modern period were few to begin with and 
all proved abortive, German Jesuits continually reproduced themselves 
and expanded their presence beyond the boundaries of the Holy Roman 
Empire and the European continent. The missionary men were early modern 
Germany’s main continuous link to other continents. As Germans they 
joined the colonial adventures of other Europeans and generally helped 
increase Europe’s influence in the world, while also gathering information 
about foreign places and peoples and furnishing audiences back home with 
new knowledge about the larger world. The high level of education at German 
Jesuit colleges, the prolif ic output of their members, and Germany’s vibrant 
print business were enabling factors. Already in the sixteenth century, 
the German publishing industry played a leading role in disseminating 
and adapting information about the Iberian discoveries for a Europe-wide 
audience. It is thus no coincidence that it was a German cosmographer, 
Martin Waldseemüller, who coined the term ‘America’ with his famous 1507 
map.5 But early modern Germany was not only a crucial clearinghouse for 
‘New World’ information procured by others. As German Jesuits migrated 
to the Spanish Indies in growing numbers in the seventeenth and early 
eighteenth centuries, they not only helped build the European overseas 
order, but also began to offer German audiences f irsthand accounts of 
foreign lands by German actors and observers and shaped the views of their 
compatriots about the place of Germans in an increasingly connected world. 
The activities and reporting of German Jesuits in the early modern world 
extended to remote Pacif ic islands like the Marianas that became part of 
Germany’s colonial empire in the late nineteenth century.

* * *

5 Johnson, The German Discovery of the World.
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As an epilogue to the stories told in this book, let us fast-forward to the twenty-
first century and consider a Catholic man’s journey in reverse from Guam 
in the Marianas back to Europe. In 2005, Chamorro Archbishop Anthony S. 
Apuron, representative of Guam’s Catholic Church at the time, took a trip to 
Spain, the former colonial metropole, to make a historic apology: the Chamorro 
church leader expressed regret for Matå’pang’s 1672 murder of Sanvitores. For 
Apuron, the Jesuit Sanvitores is a saint rather than, say, an agent of colonialism, 
and accordingly the former archbishop was actively promoting his canoniza-
tion in Rome. This initiative, albeit not without its critics, has the support of 
Guam’s broader Catholic community, as was the case with Sanvitores’s earlier 
beatif ication, also a Guam-driven process that led to his widely celebrated 
elevation as ‘Blessed Diego Sanvitores’ by Rome back in 1985.6

The strong presence of Catholicism in today’s Guam, one of the world 
last remaining colonies, dates back to the Jesuit mission discussed in this 
book. Yet in today’s globalized world of competing faiths and secularisms, 
these European origins do little to explain the particular vibrancy and 
inflections of Chamorro Catholicism. Here one needs to consider larger 
shifts in geopolitics in modern times and, more important still, the active 
role that Chamorros have had in shaping Catholicism in their own image. 
As previous chapters have shown, Chamorros reformed and appropriated 
Catholicism from the moment it arrived on their shores.7 In the centuries 
leading up from Jesuits’ arrival to our own time, this process has continued 
and Catholicism has become a site for building an indigenous identity 
to counter other Western encroachments and, in more recent times, the 
homogenizing tendencies of globalization.

Consecutive colonial regimes left their mark on Chamorro culture and 
history. Spain held on to the Marianas until its defeat in the Spanish-American 
War in 1898, when it had to surrender Guam to the United States and sold the 
Northern Marianas to Germany. Japan came to occupy the Northern Marianas 
during World War I and for 30 months also Guam during World War II. In 
1944, the United States wrested control of the islands from the Japanese and 
used the Marianas as the base from which it staged its attacks on Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. The Northern Islands eventually acquired the status of a US 
‘commonwealth’ while Guam has remained a territory under US control.8

6 Diaz, Repositioning the Missionary, esp. pp. 4, 43-44, 104-109. My argument in the epilogue 
has been shaped by and shares much in common with Diaz’s work.
7 This process overlaps with what David Atienza describes as ‘adaptive resistance’. Atienza, 
‘CHamoru “Adaptive Resistance”’.
8 Rogers, Destiny’s Landfall; Russell, Tiempon I Manmofo’na.
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Life in twenty-first-century Guam takes place in the shadow of militarism 
and tourism. A key base for nuclear-powered submarines and space satellites, 
Guam has been more important than ever to United States geopolitics in 
the post-9/11 world. Simultaneously, Guam has developed into a hub for 
international business travel in the bustling economies in and around the 
Pacific, with the economic behemoth China luring travelers but also stoking 
already existing fears of declining US influence. The celebrated ‘American 
Century’ has given way to the much-touted ‘Pacif ic Century,’ once again 
positioning Guam, a US possession in the Pacif ic, as a site of particular 
significance as well as anxiety, and its Chamorro inhabitants at the crossroads 
of large forces beyond their control. Perhaps not surprisingly, Chamorro 
demographics have been changing rapidly, too. At a time when more and 
more military personnel and tourists are seeking the island’s shores, many 
Chamorro inhabitants are thus leaving Guam to relocate in other regions, 
especially the US mainland. Although this emigration trend already began in 
the postwar period, it has been accelerating in this century, raising pointed 
questions about what it means to stay and be Chamorro in today’s Guam.9

In the midst of sea changes in regimes and demographics, Catholicism 
introduced in the Reformation has remained an unmovable anchor for 
the Chamorro people. No less than 98 percent of today’s Chamorros in the 
archipelago identify as Catholics, and not only in name but as Catholics who 
actively practice their faith.10 Such vibrant commitment to Roman Catholi-
cism stands in stark contrast to the precipitous decline of membership and 
church attendance in modern Catholic Europe. It compares favorably, too, 
to Latin America, where Catholicism has been losing considerable ground 
to Anglo-American Protestantism in recent years. Exposed to some of the 
same forces that have eroded the Catholic Church in Europe and Latin 
America, Chamorro Catholicism continues to go strong. This is not to say 
that secularism is not making inroads into the island, softening some of 
Catholicism’s edges, as evident, for example, in the swift acceptance of 
same-sex marriage in summer 2015. Still, participation in Catholic rituals 
and feast days is considerably higher in Guam than in Europe or other 
so-called ‘traditional’ Catholic countries.

What then accounts for Catholicism’s hold on Chamorro culture? Because 
culture and language form an integral whole, it is no small matter that the 
Catholic Church has played a pivotal role in the preservation of the Chamorro 
language throughout tumultuous times. Diego de Sanvitores, convinced 

9 Diaz, Repositioning the Missionary, pp. 14-16.
10 Atienza and Coello de la Rosa, ‘Death Rituals and Identity,’ p. 472.
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of the eff icacy of teaching the gospel in indigenous vernaculars, quickly 
learned to speak the Chamorro language and produced its f irst written 
grammar.11 The Chamorro language became the language of conversion to 
Catholicism, even as Spanish and Latin remained in use for certain terms 
and prayers. The Church’s buttressing of the Chamorro language is also 
evident in the early twentieth century during US rule. When the flu epidemic 
of 1918 decimated Guam’s Spanish-speaking population, off icial island 
Catholicism fully embraced the Chamorro language as its medium under 
the leadership of the Spanish Capuchin priest and linguist Román María 
de Vera. New priests arriving from Spain supported rather than reversed 
this new dominance of Chamorro. These developments originating within 
Guam’s Catholic Church took on a national and anticolonial edge because 
they coincided with US efforts to make English the island’s lingua franca.12

More broadly speaking, in modern times Catholicism has gained in 
importance as a site for asserting Chamorro identity in direct response to the 
colonial project of the United States to ‘modernize’ Guam. Enacting a Puritan 
national narrative built on the Black Legend, US authorities pushed to move 
the islanders out of ‘the dark ages’ under Spanish rule. New schools opened 
doors, US Protestant missionaries arrived, and off icial campaigns were 
waged against ‘superstitious’ Catholic practices. Notably, in the twentieth 
century American off icials cracked down on the annual celebration of a 
novena in Tomhom Bay, where Sanvitores’s blood is said to have been spilled 
and the sea miraculously turns red on the anniversary of his death.13 Such 
measures have had ironic results: even though Catholicism came to Guam 
under Spanish rule and Spain ruled the island for much longer than the 
United States, Catholicism morphed into a potential platform for opposing 
US rule and modern Chamorro identity became deeply imbricated with 
the island’s Spanish cultural legacy. A testimony to the political influence 
of Guam’s Catholic community, the island is the only place under US law 
where a religious holiday other than Christmas is a federally sanctioned 
legal holiday. Every December 8, Chamorro Catholics celebrate the Feast of 
the Immaculate Conception in honor of their indigenized virgin and patron 
saint Santa Maria Kamalen, as discussed in this book.14

Catholicism is still a crucial counterpoint to WASP cultural and political 
domination. To be sure, Chamorro culture, like any culture, also contains 

11 Rogers, Destiny’s Landfall, p. 45.
12 Diaz, Repositioning the Missionary, p. 102; Rogers, Destiny’s Landfall, p. 159.
13 Diaz, Repositioning the Missionary, pp. 86-99.
14 Jorgensen, ‘Guam’s Patroness,’ p. xii. See Chapter 4.
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contradictions; feelings of national US pride can coexist with the feelings 
of alienation and oppression for which Catholicism offers an outlet. In 
addition, in the late twentieth and early twenty-f irst century, Catholicism 
has also increasingly furnished an idiom of criticism and alternate ways of 
being that serve to challenge the reigning neoliberal credo of individualism 
and consumerism. And the Catholic faith has provided Chamorros with 
a precious space for the continued transmission of cultural traditions, 
including traditions that predate its arrival on the island.

A particularly poignant case in point can be found in death customs. 
Chamorro Catholics perform lengthy rituals to transition their deceased 
into the afterlife, as well as reconstitute in the here and now the larger 
collective that lost a valued member. Communal meals take place and so 
do multiple novenas, including postfuneral and even anniversary novenas, 
and to some extent rework precontact traditions of feasting and ancestor 
veneration. Senior women lead the community in prayer, which echoes 
and bolsters the influence that women generally still wield in Chamorro 
family affairs, a faint trace of the matrilineality of yore. Female authority 
is further propped up on a symbolic level by the choice of prayers for the 
novenas: the rosary. The Virgin Mary, not Christ, is cast as the lead in the 
Chamorro spiritual drama of collectively ushering a soul into the afterlife, 
and ideally, directly into heaven. Taken together, funeral practices showcase 
the importance of community, of female authority, and of reciprocity among 
the living and the dead, presenting in effect countercultural values vis-à-vis 
American-style hegemonic notions of eternal youth, individual autonomy, 
and military machismo.15 Within this newly oppositional Catholicism, the 
feminine and women have gained new prominence and importance, a shift 
in gender dynamics that contrasts with the early days of Guam Catholicism 
under male Jesuit and Spanish colonial rule.

Being Chamorro and being Catholic then have become so tightly inter-
twined that it is impossible to disentangle one strand from the other without 
unraveling the entire cultural fabric. This fusion helps explain Archbishop 
Apuron’s jarring apology in Spain and his identif ication with the cause 
of Diego de Sanvitores rather than Chief Matå’pang. It makes sense that 
Chamorro Catholics have had a stake in claiming Sanvitores and seeing the 
Spanish Jesuit beatif ied and canonized as ‘their saint,’ while those who see 
in him an instrument of colonial oppression still do not come out strongly 
against Catholicism per se.16 Although the latter once came from Rome or 

15 Atienza and Coello de la Rosa, ‘Death Rituals and Identity.’
16 Diaz, Repositioning the Missionary, p. 199.
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the West, Catholicism in Guam is no longer ‘of the West’ but belongs to the 
Chamorros. In our globalized time, modern travelers can reach the Marianas 
fairly quickly unlike the Jesuits in Sanvitores’s or Strobach’s day. While the 
distance has shrunk in terms of travel since the Reformation era, Chamorro 
Catholic identity, born in that era, is now positioned at a considerable cultural 
distance from the homogenizing tendencies of US-sponsored capitalism.

Meanwhile, in Rome, the f irst Jesuit pope in history heads the Catholic 
Church, marking a rather different era of Jesuit masculinity and its relation-
ship to the world. Born in the Americas rather than Europe, Pope Francis has 
traveled back to his home continent to apologize for the Church’s ‘grave sins’ 
in colonial times. But he also elevated the Franciscan friar and California 
missionary Junipero Serra, a measure decried by many Native Americans 
who see Serra as a colonizer in monk’s garb responsible for cultural genocide, 
yet lauded by US Hispanics who f ind that his canonization validates their 
importance to the making of the Americas. Whether Pope Francis will also 
apologize for the past sins of the Church in the Marianas or preside over 
the canonization of his early modern Jesuit forefather Diego de Sanvitores 
as Oceania’s f irst saint remains to be seen.
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